curved roof tiles and above the beautiful, low, flat, broad-boarded ceilings
to make a cool overhead. The benfo or earth-closet is usually made on one
side of the garden and set well away from the 'devil's corner'. And as if to
prove that nearly every superstition has a basis of sense, I found that corner
to be the one from which the prevailing breezes blow. Semi-detached from
the house, the benjo is reached under shelter on polished plank floors.
Beside it stands always a soft-water cistern, perhaps made of some hol-
lowed-out natural stone or a picturesque garden-feature made or set up
out of various natural stones. Or it may be a great bronze bowl brimming
with water. A delicate little bamboo dipper lies across the pool of water to
be lifted by the little housemaid who will pour clean water over the hands
of the master or of his guests as either leaves the benjo. Another libation to
the Shinto God of Cleanliness. A little confusing at first perhaps to the
foreign guest, and no little embarrassment.
And the kitchen? Go down several steps to find that, for it is tiled flat
with the ground and also goes high up into the rafters for ventilation. It is
like a cool, clean,, well-ventilated studio. Its simple appointments are of
hand-polished concrete or fine hard stone. The kitchen is hung with a
collection of copper kettles and lacquer-ware that would drive a Western
collector quite off his head, and often has.
But the bathroom! This holy of holies is a good-sized detached pavilion,
too, again flush with the ground and floored over with stone or tiles so
pitched that water thrown from a bucket will drain away. Over the stone
floor is a slat-floor of wood on which to stand in bare feet, the water going
through freely. The built-in tub is square and deep and wood, made to
stand up in. It is always heated from beneath.
As with every native so I have often been soaped and scrubbed before I
was allowed to be tubbed. After that only might I step in and cook the
germs off me. To any extent I was able to stand up to. Yes, that Shinto
bath is a fine and religious thing, but so is everything else about the estab-
lishment. And bathing is perpetual. It has been made easy. The Japanese
man or woman may loosen only the girdle and the garments all slip off
together in one gesture. They put them all on again the same simple easy
way. In their costume too, see simplicity, convenience, repose—their bodies
as easily kept clean as their houses. Shinto made it and will have it so, the
Buddhist notwithstanding. I found it wholly convenient and I wore the
native costume whenever in the Japanese inn or dwelling. And much
impressed the native inns.
For pleasure in all this human affair you couldn't tell where the garden
leaves off and the garden begins. I soon ceased to try, too delighted with
the problem to attempt to solve it. There are some things so perfect that
nothing justifies such curiosity.
By heaven, here was a house used by those who made it with just that
naturalness with which a turtle uses his shell. It is as like the natives as the
polished bronze of their skin, the texture of their polished hair or the sly
look in their slant and sloe eyes.
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